The Hunt 2010: Ripped from the Headlines

In no particular order. Items that are not allowed Photoshopping are marked with a *

- Recruit as many friends as possible and do a Flashmob. (Bonus points for any extra attention you can get for Imaging Science specifically)
- Are you I.S. Curious?
- Balloon Boy Remote Sensing
- Make a connection between CIS/The Hunt and the fire alarm in the Field House during ImagineRIT
- [DIP Class] Entrance Dance (to music of your choosing)
- Let the whole campus know – IMAGING SCIENCE IS NOT PHOTOGRAPHY!!!! *
- PeopleOfCIS.com blog’s top rated submissions
- CIS Platypus photobombs (bonus points for real un-photoshopped images; super bonus points if image(s) show up in Reporter)
- Paint the frat rock (get creative)
- What Carl did after receiving his graded Master’s thesis from Roger
- Imaging Scientist LOLcats lookalikes (at least 5)
- The effect of depth of field on _____ length (this is not a test; get creative with your answer)
- Out-pink Bethany *
- Out-caffeinate Dave *
- Obligatory RIT Frozen Four Reference
- Catch a bad case of Kurtosis
- Emmett TROLOLOLOLOLO
- Re-enact the Imaging Science - CIA scandal of 1991, in 1 minute or less
- Lena Gaga’s controversial new music video, “Telescope”
- G#..... Do with that what you will.
- Get RichRolled (Hailstone)
- Why does Frontier Field have a kegerator now instead of bringing in kegs? (The answer to this must be done in the form of a demonstration.)
- Billy Mays pitching Magical Pi(e)
- I'd do _____ to Lena bit by bit.
- Sue [Chan] Boyle
- Ritchie Tiger Woods
• "The Office" CIS edition
• How many professional Imaging Scientists does it take to play a VHS tape in the Fishbowl?
• Original cover for Roger’s book deemed “Too Racy” by publisher John Wiley & Sons Inc.
• Having grown impatient waiting for the Google Trike to actually come to campus, RIT Imaging Scientists demonstrate their own home made tricycle imaging system
• DAYMAN (Fighter of the Night Man, Champion of the Sun, etc. etc.)
• Milk a Color cow
• Jeff Pelz, but "You Can Call Me Al"
• Rave in an optics lab
• A ________ IS NOT A TOY!!!!!!!! (reference hint: google "boiled goose") (use something Imaging related in place of what actually belongs in the blank)
• You caught me with my e-mail open
• roller derby through 76
• Pass the Dube
• Obligatory Michael Jackson tribute, on the roof of 76 *
• Create a Photosynth (can be of anything)
• Drive the zamboni
• Joe Pow’s biggest FML
• Joe Pow in a wedding dress (the original) *
• Joe Pow in a wedding dress – 2010
• Get something about Imaging Science published in RIT Rings in Reporter *
• Imaging Science where you least expect it
• Why are there art students drawing nekkid people all over the building??
• Schott fu manchu carstache (http://holykaw.alltop.com/moustache-for-your-car ) *
• CIELAB coordinates of “Jersey Shore” Orange
• Skylab falling on Zoran in the Australian outback
• Embarrassing pictures of rival team members (get more creative than copying off Facebook) *
• Out-"WOO!" George Takkei
• What Grover did while he was stuck in Germany, thanks to Iceland's unpronounceable volcano
• Surprising talent show entries for members of your team
• CIS Glee
• Win an RIT Facebook Photo Challenge promoting Imaging Science in some way
• Something like this, to the victim of your choice: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JX-ML7Rdh1k
• Joel's Magical Mullet
• Alter you appearance more times than Heidi Montag
• Spell out an imaging equation using your bodies (bonus points for including epsilon) *
• Where in the World is David Kelbe?
• Imaging Science's "Odd Couple" (complete with theme music, please)
• Show UofR what makes RIT so much more awesome
• Joel Kastner leaves his jazz band to join Dr. Teeth and the Electric Mayhem
• Faculty/Staff/Class superlatives boy & girl
• "BIRDEMIC: Shock and Terror" hits RIT
• Phil Salvaggio singing Backstreet Boys *
• number of steps between sundial and infinity symbol
• Katie Salvaggio reaping the benefits of volunteering for a fireworks show
• What do the White House Party Crashers crash next?
• Alvin graduating!
• What will happen when RIT changes to semesters?
• What does/doesn't offend Josh Zollweg?
• Classic/epic/favorite hunt items from years past
• Find as many as you can:
  o reservoirs
  o waterfalls
  o canal locks
  o Castles
  o Cool statues around town
  o An old Genesee Canal lock
  o The swing bridge at Charlotte
  o Reynolds Arcade
  o The 5 arches
  o The Button Factory
- the most unique graves/burial sites/mausoleums at Mt. Hope
- Jack Rabbit
- Frank Lloyd Wright house
- Mushroom Houses
- George Eastman’s prize kill from Africa
- Statue of Mercury
- Re-enact the legend of Lieutenant Thomas Boyd & Sergeant Michael Parker (Or, if not a fan of really awful, horrible, disgusting suffering and carnage, just find “the Torture Tree”)
- Stone-Tolan house
- Spanish Moss hair at the Highland Park Conservatory
- The Wings of Progress
- Old pictures of RIT
- High Five Fredrick Douglas
- Techmillas (We Cut Corners) still left around campus